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Is lindsight better than foresight or just different? The formal
difterrnce between the two tasks is the hindsightful judge's possession
of outcome knowledge, telling him how things turned out. It is this
additional knowledge which Is reputed to confer the "wisdom of hindsight".
In the studies reported here, outcome knowledge Is found to Increase the
perceived inevitability of the outcome reported. Judges are, however,
largely unaware of the changes in their perceptions due to outcome knowledge.
As a result, tuey believe that they and others had In foresight Insights
which thev themselves only had as a result of outcome knowledge. Failurr
to apprMlata the effects of outcome knowledge can serlouslv prejudice the
evaluation of decisions made in the past and limit what Is learned from
experience.
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Hindsight:

Thinking Backward?

Baruch Fischhoff
Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Oregon Research Institute

In tie spring of 197A, Carl Cletus Bowler, "convicted murderer,
bank robber and all-around had actor" (Eugene Register Guard. June 5, 1974, p. 12A)
was released on an overnight social pass from the Oregon State Penitentiary
where he was serving a life sentence.

The social pass program had been

initiated by the Oregon state legislature to help convicts maintain contact
with the outside world so as to make it easier for them to eventually
rejoin it.

Bowles, who had been a model prisoner, promptly absconded.

Warden Cupp, who bore ultimate responsibility for all passes issued
in the penitentiary, came under heavy fire.
"It was an error in screening.

According to a local newspaper.

Bowies' record, in the prison and out, as

we read it now, shows that he could not be trusted." (ibid.')

The state's

governor informed Warden Cupp that he would have to resign if Bowles
committed violence while at large.
Following the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, the Naval C. 0.,
Admiral Kimmel was removed from his command and lowered in rank.

A Congres-

sional investigatory committee convened in 1946 produced 39 volumes of
evidence, much of it highly critical of those responsible for Pearl Harbor's
security.

Irving Janis (1972) blames "collective groupthink (pressures

to conformity) among interlocking groups ... for America's astounding
unreadiness at Pearl Harbor," after noting the success of American
intelligence in deciphering the Japanese secret codes known as MAGIC,

'p. 99).
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In acceptInp. President Ford's pardon, former President Mxon Indicated
that he could see now how he should have understood the meanmR of Watergate
In July of 1972.

He regretted his misunderstanding and subsequent failure

to take suitable action.
The structure of each of these examples Is similar:

misfortune occurs,

a culprit is identified, his decision second-guessed,
and his folly chastized either bv others or by himself.
critics in a position to criticize?

Why are such

Because they know how things turned out.

Their hindsight they feel, provides them with wisdom illuminating the
follies of others, or even of themselves.

Or does it?

Would we, could we,

or should we have known better than Warden Cupp, Admiral Kimmel, President
Nixon, or would we do better now if placed in their shoes?
Is hindsight really better than foresight, or iust different?
aware are we of these differences?
looking backward sad end
differences in large part

UP

Do we, as Nietzsche suggests, begin by

thinking backward?

Our awareness of these

determines both how much we le

and how we metr out iustice.

How

''rom experience

In Admiral Kimmel's case, for example, if he

saw or could have s^en what was happening, but didn't take action accordingly,
then he was dearly negligent, incompetent, or worse.

Our own lesson from

his experience In to find better officers and teach him a lesson.

If,

however, the imminence of a Japanese attack is apparent only in retrospect,
then Kimmel deserves either a fairer shake than he got, or else conviction
for a rather different crime—failure to be ready for any and all possible
surf-ilses.

In this particular case, with the limited resources at his

disposal, he may well have done the bebt he could.

Our lesson is, then, to

spend more on eliminating surprises and/or being readier for them when they
come.

.
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My colleagues and I have recently conducted a series of experimpnts
designed to obtain an understanding of the differences between hindsight
and foresight, and to better understand how to get the most out of each.
Supposedly, the sharper and surer our hindsight, the better our foresight.
Dur results indicate that this need nut be the case.
The first experiment in the series was designed sinply to see how
toresiglit and hindsight differed in a number of aspects.

In it, subjects

read a short, unfamiliar historical passage, such as the following:
For some years after the arrival of Hastings at governor-general
ot India, the consolidation of British power Involved serious war. The
first of these wars took place on the northern frontier of Bengal
where the British were faced by the plundering raids of the Gurkas
of Nepal. Attempts had been made to stop the raids by an exchange of
lands, but the Curkas would not give up their claims to country under
British control, and Hastings decided to deal with them once and for
all. The campaign began in November, 181A.
It was not glorious. The
Gurkas were onlv some 12,000 strong; but they were brave fighters,
fighting in territory well suited to their raiding tactics. The older
British roniraanders were used to war in the plains where the enemy
ran awav from a resolute attack.
In the mountains of Nepal it was
not easy even to find tiie enemy. The troops and transport animals
suifered from the extremes of heat and cold, and the officers learned
caution onlv after sharp reverses. Major-General Sir D. Ochterlony was
the one commander to escape from thase minor defeats.
The Age of Reform
bv ci. L. Woodward
Oxford, 1937, pp. 383-A
i'lve groups of subjects received each story in varying versions.

There

was one "foresight" group which was not told what had happened subsequently
(the British won).

There were four "hindsight" groups each of which was

given the same storv with one of several possible otitcomes appended to it
as the "true" outcome.

-

.
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These were, in this case:

■

British victory;

—

■

Gurka
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victory; mlllL.ny stalemate with a peace treaty; mlliiary stalemate without
a peace treaty.

Thus, for three of the four hindsight groups, the reported

outcome was in fact false.

Note that even though the event took place a

century and a half ago, foresight subjects not to'd what had happened are
in much the same position as contemporary observers of the British-Gurka
struggle.
All subjects were asked to:

1) iud!;e the probability that each of the

four possible outcomes was going to happen;

2)

evaluate the relevance of

each of the facts appearing in the story in determining whal happened;
and i) give reasons for their answers.
The most dramatic result was that hindsight subjects consistently
perceived reported outcomes (whether true or not in fact) as having been
more likely to occur than did their foresightful counterparts; knowing that
something had happened roughly doubled the perceived odds that it was going
to occur.

Interestingly, however, subjects almost never assigned 100%

probabilirv to what was reported to have happened.

Evidently, they felt

that in the ligtr of the facts given in the description other outcomes were
still possible (e.g., "The Curkas had a 70% chance of winning, but the British
still might have pulled it off.").
The perceived relevance of the facts in the description and the reasons
which subjects offered to justify their answers depended, as well, upon
the outcome reported.

Interestingly, though, there were some data

(e.g., Hastlng's decision to deal with the Ourkas "once and for all") and
some reasons (e.g., "the experience of Viet-lW or "what's going on in the
Middle East today") which were relevant no matter what happened.
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Knowing that somethinn has happened cle.-'-ly increases its perceived
üievitability, as well as restructures our perceptions of what we know
about it.

How iustified are these changes?

It's hard to say, simply because

no one knows the objective probabilities associated with unique events like
the British-Curka strugKle.

Consider another example:

If we claim that

there was no chance (or a 17 chance or a 98.67 chance) of a thermonuclear
war during the l^fiO's who's to prove us wrong?

Indeed, the only wrong

Mtiaate la that it was 1007 likely.
Let us call the tendency to see whatever is reported to have happened
as having been relatively inevitable "creeping determinism"—in contrast
with philosophical determinism, the conscious belief that whatever happens
has to happen.

These two types of determinism are essentially independent.

The philosophical determinist may believe that a reported event (e.g., Bowies'
escape) was inevitable, since whatever happens is, by definition, inevitable.
He may, however, still be surprised by its occurence.

Indeed, he may well

set for himself the task of researching the situation until its inevitable
character becomes apparent.

He might, thus, insist that Bowles was bound

to escape, yet deny that anyone was in a position to foresee it.

The creeping

determinist may well be totally unaware of the raging debate over historical
inevitabi11tv and free will.

He perceives reported events as having been

more or less bound to happen, simply as a matter of course.
Our second experiment was designed to determine how aware judges are
of the hindsight-foresight differences which we have called "creeping
determinism".

The importance of such awareness for the 'Historical second-
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guest«! has been discussed ..Ireadv; its importance for anyone trving to
learn from historv is discussed below.
Each group of subjects in Experiment ? received stories like the RrltlshGurka eplBode, each with one of the four endings appended to it.

Thus, subjects

in each group kneu ,,s much ;,s did subjects in the comparable hindsight
group in ExperlBent I.

They were asked to complete the Experiment 1

questionnaire as thov «oulH have "had they noc. known what really happened".
I.e.,

like forealght subjects.

I'eople aware of what they have learned from

knowing what happened should be able to perform this task successfully.
Our subjects' success was limited at best.

They consistently believed

that without outcome knowledge they would have displayed the creeping determinism
shown bv Experiment 1 subjects with outcome knowledge.

They believed that

had thev been asked, they would have seen the relative inevitability of
the reported outcomes.

Their reconstructed relevance ludgments. too. bore

the imprint of the outcome knowledge they were to ignore.

For example,

foresight subiects in Experiment 1 attached relatively little importance
to British suffering from "extremes of heat and cold."

Experiment 1 hindsight

subjects told that the Gurkas had won, attached greatest relevance to thic fact.
Experiment 2 subjects told to ignore the rsport of Gurka victory indicated
that even without that report they would have perceived the importance of
climatic extremes.
Failure to ignore outcome knowledge is not without its benefits.

It is.

indeed, quite flattering to believe, or lead others to believe, that we
would have "known all along" what we could only know with outcome knowledge,

:
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that is to say, that we possess hindsightful foresight.
Returning to the introductory examples, perhaps this failure to empathize
with ourselves in a more Ignorant state is paralleled by a failure to empathize
with outcome-ignorant others.

Rxperiment 3 examined this question.

In it,

five groups of subiects were asked to respond to the questionnaire used
in Exporiments 1 and 2—as thev thought other subjects, similar to themselves,
had responded.
"true" outcome.
had happened.

These other subjects were described as not knowing the
One of the Experiment 3 groups was equally ignorant of what
The remaining groups each received one of the possible outcomes

as the "true" outcome.

They were essentially asked to respond like foresightful

others, more ignorant than themselves.
Subjects who did not know what had happened believed that outcomeignorant others would respond much the same way as foresight subjects in
Experiment 1.

Since this is presumably the way they themselves would respond,

they seem to have projected their own judgments on others.

Experiment 3

subjects who did know what had happened, however, attributed to outcome-less
others prohabilitv and relevance judgments which clearly bore the imprint
of the outcome knowledge which they were asked to ignore.

In particular,

they believed that others in foresight would have seen the relative inevitability of reported outcomes which they themselves perceived only in hindsight.
As before, this result was obtained for true and false outcome reports alike.
In a fourth study, (Flschhoff & Beyth, 197A) subjects were asked on the
eve of than-President Nixon's trips to China and the USSR in 1972 to estimate
the probability of various possible outcomes of the trips (e.g., meeting
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Chairman Mao, visiting Lenin's tomb, announcing that the trips were successful).
Two weeks to six months after the trips' completion, these same subjects were
asked to remember as best they could, their own original predictions.

Finally,

they were asked to indicate for each event whether or not they believed
that it had actually happened.
The results showed that subjects remembered having given higher probabilities than they actually had to events believed to have occurred and Inwrr
probabilities to events which hadn't.

Their original predictions showed that

they were too often surprised—many highly unlikely or impossible events
(assigned probability = 0%) did occur.

Their remembered probabilities,

however. Indicated that they perceived a past which held too few surprises
for them; indeed, almost no events which they remembered assigning low probabilities to were perceived to have occurred.
Summarizing these results:

Finding out that something has happened

increases Its perceived inevitability.

We are unaware, however, of this

effect of outcome knowledge and tend to believe that the Inevitability was
largely apparent in foresight, without the benefit of knowing what happened.
This undlagnosod creeping determinism biases our Impression of what we would
have known without outcome knowledge (Exp. 2), as well as our impressions
of what we ourselves (Exp. A), and others (Exp. 3), actually did know in
foresight.

In retrospect, we tend to believe that we and others had a much

better idea of what was going to happeii than we (or others) did.
How do we do this?

How do we manage to see the relative inevitability

of whatever is reported to have happened, true or false, yet remain unaware
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of the effect which outcome knowledge has had on our perceptions?
relevance results provide an important cue.

The data

In particular they suggest

that the data in the event description change their meaning or significance
when different outcomes are reported.

Those data which were highly

relevant whatever happened, for example, must have meant something different
in each context: lust as Bowles' good behavior in prison would have meant
one thing had he returned from his social pass and actually meant another
when he did not.

In either case, it was a highly relevant datum.

What kind of meaning adiustment goes on?
seem worth considering.

Two related interpretations

The first is that we are biased to view whatever

happen? as being inevitable, and then juggle or manipulate whatever else
we know to concur with that feeling of inevitability.

For example, upon

hearing of Bowles' escape we say, "That was bound to happen." and then go
about figuring out why.

Looking at his record, we may highlight details

pointing to his errant character and re interpret other details which are
inherently ambiguous.

Critics of deviaix * labelling such as Lofland (1969),

Shur (1971), or Rosenhan (1973), have suggested that just such a process
goes on when the public and professionals rework or reinterpret the
biographies of deviants to show that their labels are inevitable products of
their life histories.

Doggedly and professionally pursued, such reconstruc-

tion can find cause for the continued incarceration of even perfectly "normal"
patients who have had themselves committed just to see how hospitals operate
from the insi('e.
The alternative explanation proceeds in the opposite direction.

It

suggests that when we receive outcome knowledge, we immediately make sense
out of it by integrating it into what we already know about the subject.

.
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Having made this reInterpretation, the reported outcome now seems a more
or less Inevitable outgrowth of the reinterpreted situation.

"Making sense"

out of what we're told about the past is, in turn, so natural that we may
well be unaware oc outcome knowledge having had any effect on us.

Ever,

if we are aware of there having been en effect, we may still be unaware
of exactly what it was.

In trying to reconstruct our foresightful state

of mind, much evidence suggests that we will remain "anchored" or rooted
in our hindsightful perspective—leaving the reported outcome too likely
looking.

Both processes may, of course, be operative.

The negative effects of unperceived creeping determinism are probably
apparent by now.

When we second-guer.s Warden Cupp's decision, for example,

our natural tendency seems to be to see Bowies' escape as having appeared
more likely at that time than it really did seem.

In this light, the warden's

decision to issue the social pass seems like an act of irresponsiLilitv or
just plain incompetence—whereas in truth, the probability of escape may
have justifiably seemed very small to him (judging by the governor's comment,
even after the escape the probability that he would commit violence while
at

large

was still unclear).

All the signs in Bowles' "record in the

prison and out, as we read it aow (which) show that he could not be trusted"
may well have meant something very different before his escape (e.g.,
good behavior in jail).

his

The fact that he escaped does not in itself mean

that the decision to release him was a bad one.

Good decisions, those which

maximally utilize all available knowledge, may have bad outcomes.

The informa-

tion about Bowles' true nature which would have led to a better decision
either may or may not have been available when the warden issued the pass.

»WJ^H
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The point Is that from our perspective, it is very herd to tell and therefore
dangerous to rely on our Intuitive (rctrosfective) impressions.
Aside from making us unduly harsh

in

iudging decisions made in the

past, unperceived creeping determinism may also make us insensitive to what
is to be Learned from the past.

Tf the description above Is accurate, then

Warden Cupp's lesson from this harrowing experience (Bowles eventuallv
kidnapped and probably murdered an Oregon couple) seems to he "don't issue
passes to prisoners vou can see are going to escape."

It's hard to see hew

that kind of advice is going to advance anyone's capabilities.
As with Pearl Harbor, there is an alternative lesson to be learned.

It

is that the issuing of social passes ,'■ a risky buslne&s, that the predictability of temporarily released prisoners' behavior is far from perfect, and
that the system should be redesigned to accommodate or reduce this uncertainty
(e.g., denying all passes, statistically identifying risky prisoners, or
explaining to the public the risks and benefits of the program in order to
make them understand and assume some responsibility for its successes and
failures).
If we look at the past and find that it holds few surprises for us,
we are essentially denying that we have anything to learn from it.

Even

though outcome knowledge changes our perceptions of specific events (by
making them seem inevitable), without a feeling of surprise we probably
feel little compunction to reevaluate the "world hypotheses" or rules with
which we interpret what goes on around us.

It is conscious refining of these

hypotheses which improves our ability to understand our past, present and
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future.

We generally believe that being able to explain or make sense of

the past increases our ability to predict the future.

If what we call

explaining the past is actually "explaining away" the surprises it holds,
the very opposite may occur.

A surprise-free past may well portend a surprise-

full future.
What can we do to make our hindsight more insightful?

The most basic

bit of advice Is to accept the existence of uncertainty in historical
judgments.

Even though people don't much like HcaiM-p with uncertainty,

they will usualIv acknowledge its presence in their understanding of the
present and future.
fallibilitv.

If they don't, events will sooner or later prove their

The past, however, is loss able to produce surprises which

can show up the know-it-all.

As a result of its delenselessness, it may

have deterministic schemata imposed on it that would appear as sheer effrontery
if imposed on the present or future.

The uncertainty Is there, however,

and will remain as long as there Is any question about the meaning, reliability,
or validity of any of the components of our historical knowledge, the
facts we presumahlv know about the past, the facts we need to know about
the past and don'f-and must sumlse from what we do know—or tne explanatory
principles (rules) with which we make a coherent whole out of what we know.
Simply doulting what you believe you kr )../ about the past may produce
some quick benefits.

Consider the responses of one subject in Experiment 1

who was told that the British had been defeated by the Curkas.

She justified

giving a higher retrospective probabilitv to a Gurka victory by citing the
"fact" that "in 1812 (the time of the Gurka campaign), the British were also
defeated by the United States in the War of 1812."

- —--
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in that war,

the HritJ.sh managed to binn Washington, D.C, and ronqm-r

i Tt Detroit by the mere presence of their forces 120 miles awav in London,
Ontario; and that tliev onlv broke off the oncap.ement (i.e., lost the war)
in 1814 when railed away hv

-vents in Europe.

Had she known of the pitfalls

of creeping determinism, she might have adopted a more critical attitude
tow.ird her own information.
Simil.irlv, nno might make it n habit to ask himself nuestions like,
"Did ! really give the Donalds' marriage only a one in ten chance of lasting
when they got married?" or "Was I really certain that Mao and Nixon would
get together?"

Most investigatory committees would also do well by asking

first not who erred and why, but was there an error at all, i.e., could anvone e? se
on the scene conceivably have known what was going on and acted more
optimally?
After acknowledging the existence of uncertaintv in the past, a good
practice miglit be to trv to hunt it down in its original form.

For example,

are there records of the deliberations which preceded the decision to issue
Bowies the Infamous social pass; are there transcripts of the information
reaching Admir il Kimniel prior to 7 AM on December 7; is there a notebook
showing the stocks you considered before settling on Waltham Industries;
are there diaries capturing Stalin's (or Chamberlain's) view of Hitler in
1^39?

Any of these records might show the difficulty of the decisions

facing these actors.

If you have hopes of learning how to forecast better,

it might well pay to keep a written record of your own predictions and the
considerations which guided them—a record which can be evaluated in the light
of reality (what eventually happens).

It can't hurt to know when you knew
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ami when you didn't know .Jl along what would happen and why.
Such fossilized deliberations are, of course, quite rare.

When there

is no uncertain past to be uncovered, it must be reconstructed.

One

simplistic remt-dy which may have some value is to effect an across-the-board
reduction in the perceived likelihood of events reported to have happened.
That is to say, assume as a rule that you know less than you feel you do.
To pet an idea of how much to discount your hindsight, you might keep close
tabs on yourself for ■ couple of weeks to see how prone you are to some of
the biases noted above.
Another technique might be to take what you know about past situations
and see how readily you can generate alternative futures for them.

Try

then to gain a day in psychological court for these counterfactual pasts,
and see how convincing they are.

For example, if you find Thurber's "If

Grant Had Been Drinking at Appamatox" highly implausible, then vou can feel
saffr in the opinion that the Confederacy was doomed on April 14, 1865.
it looks reasonable, then you might reconsider.

If

See how much of Admiral

Klmmel's behavior cm be explained by assuming that he believed Informed
reports Indicating that the Japanese would not dare attack the US while
they still had shipping in the I'anama Canal area.
If you have examined some historical period or event in depth and
perceived soi.e of Its Inherent ambiguity, don't lose it.

Use expressions

like, 'The Japanese seem to have attacked Pearl Harbor because they saw
no other way to break the boycott.

This assa.ies, however that. .

to account for the fact that . . . Possibly ...
be .

.

. It fail-,

A good second guess would

." Although aikwird, this kind of hedging should make it easier to
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take new facts into consideration and to help you remember Jjst how pood
(or poor) your best guess about the past is.

One variation on this theme

would be to concentrate not on producing a best guess about what was
happening in the past, but on eliminating possible interpretations.

"We

can safely rule "ut the possibility that the .Japanese hoped to win a protracted
war in the Pacific because. . . "

"The warden's personal involvement with

Bowles' rehabilitation clearly had nothing to do with his decision to approve
the social pass."
All of these suggestions involve pitting our mind against itself to
restore or preserve Foresightful perspective.

An alternative, and probably

more expensive, approach is to farm the problem out to genuinely foresightful
ninds.

If we want to know what the warden should have known before he made

his decision, let's take the case, disguise it to insure anonymitv, ship
it to other wardens, and ask them whether or not they would have issued a
pass.

If

tney, too, would have released Bowles, then Warden Cupp's verdict

bears a more sympathetic review.
It Sho"l(! be obvious bv now that this sort of advice is going to make
the historical judge's work even narder
ami coherent picture of the past

by producing a much less tidy

(than that bestowed by creeping determinism).

There is clearlv a price to be paid for forfeiting the facile satisfaction
of cheap hindsight.

The profit to be had?

A better feeling for what we do

and do not know, and what we have learned; more systematic hvpothesls-testing
and learning as we follow events in the world; greater transfer from explanation to prediction; a better appraisal of the amount of uncertainty inherent
in the past and future.

The decision-maker who knows the limits of his
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knowledge can better plan the integration of his "executive" and "intelligence"
functions.

The latter can only be expected to take action on the basis

of what he knows.

If he can't know enough, he can best prepare to take

action If he agrees to "accept the fact of uncertainty and learn to live
with It," If he realizes that since "no magic will provide certainty, our
plans must work without It."

(Wohlstetter, 1962, p. AOl)

In many jobs mistakes are Inevitable.

It Is self-defeating and unfair

to change decision-makers who have erred In a fallible system—without doing
something to improve that system.
make this clearer.

Is there a better warden to be had than Warden Cupp?

Who Is to replace Admiral Klmmel?
error prone?

Consideration of the alternative might

Are their successors likely to be less

Or Is the main trait which recommends them for the job the fact

that they have not made the specific mistake made by their predecessor?
Isn't It just a matter of time before they too will be on the way out,
tripped up by need to act In the absence of certainty?
Possibly Klmmel, Nixon, Warden Cupp, et al, did blow It.
should have known better.

Maybe they

On the other hand, perhaps the handwriting on

the wall was wrltLon In Ink visible In hindsight alone.

If we're really

Interested In knowledge, and not just revenge. Investment In the above
techniques may save a lot of grief and Injustice.

The only real loss, beyond

the effort, will be the Illusion that we know It all.

.
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